Integration Services

Fundamentals first
When it comes to your product success, procurement, warehousing, preparation, integration,
testing and deployment are fundamental in serving end-user customer projects. In a
competitive market, customers expect to experience only the best possible outcomes with
the highest quality of products, and you need to deliver.
A well-resourced integration partner can help you get the preparation, deployment and
integration of your products done right – every time – so you can focus on the road ahead.

Assemble, integrate and test
From designing a solution to first article builds all the way to complex converged assembly
and advanced testing, we take your concept from inception to creation. Our integration
facilities in the United States and Canada are ISO 9001:2008-certified, each with more than
150 workbenches and more than 80 engineers who between them hold more than 2,500
industry-recognized certifications from CompTIA, Microsoft, Cisco and others. This ensures
your systems are assembled, integrated, configured, customized and tested by the best in
the industry. Integration services include:
• Architect solution
• First article build

• Load custom imaging, applications
and OS

• Design validation

• Endpoint device configuration

• Build to order (BTO) – blades, chassis,
servers

• Customization
• Spare parts management

• Rack assembly

• Project management

• Routers, switches and wireless integration

• Testing and prototyping

• Cable management

• Forward logistics
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Leverage our supply chain expertise
Customers prefer to do business in different ways in the market,
and they need services that can respond and adapt accordingly.
Whatever logistics model you prefer – from third-party logistics
provider to comprehensive fulfillment and more – you can leverage
the infrastructure of a world-class distribution and logistics expert
to meet and exceed your operation’s unique needs. We provide
you with delivery, installation, integration, and related services
responding directly to the way customers prefer to do business
beyond distribution.

Warehousing and logistics simplified
With warehouses strategically located around the world, we can
keep your products close to customer locations until delivery, no
matter where they’re located. Committed to helping customers
properly manage assets, we also apply asset tags supplied by the
customer or Tech Data to inventory.

When your name is on it, trust ours
Your name and reputation are on the line when you provide
services. You can provide your customers with the solutions they
need – customized and integrated in the way they want – using
a team with global reach, deep technology expertise and supply
chain regulatory compliance. Moving your services to Tech Data
offers you instant scalability with off-payroll resources, freeing your
technical resources for far more complex, more profitable, work.

For more information, visit:

servicesbytechdata.com
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